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Bringing History to Life

O
A laser camera conducts a 3D scan below decks.
Photo credit: SHoP Architects

Green areas represent a large unrestored area of the ship
known as the sick bay, Intrepid’s medical facility. Image
credit: SHoP Architects

nly 44 percent of the aircraft
carrier Intrepid, a National Historic
Landmark that’s nearly the size
of the Chrysler Building, is open to the
public. That means almost 250,000
square feet is inaccessible to visitors.
That’s why the Intrepid Museum is
embarking on an ambitious project
called Bringing History to Life, which
will expand access to Intrepid.
As one of only four surviving Essexclass aircraft carriers, Intrepid
advances our understanding of modern
technology, human ingenuity and
service. Unlike most ship museums,
Intrepid was rescued from a scrap yard
eight years after its decommissioning
in 1974. By then, many areas below
decks were in a state of disrepair.
The Museum underwent a massive
restoration in 2008 that opened up
many historic spaces, but others
remain in need of renovation.

Bringing History to Life has received
partial funding from the Office of Parks,
Recreation and Historic Preservation
(OPRHP) and the Regional Economic
Development Council (REDC). That will
help support the project’s first phase:
three-dimensional (3D) scanning of the
entire ship.

Potential exhibition techniques that the 3D scanning will
make possible. Image credit: SHoP Architects

Years of feedback and inquiries clearly
indicate that visitors are eager to
experience more of the ship, but in
order to achieve this, the Museum must

balance two extremely sensitive and
important factors—historic integrity
and inclusivity.
Because of its narrow pathways, hatch
doors and limited elevator access,
there are areas of Intrepid that are
unable to meet ADA accessibility
standards. Bringing History to Life will
use the 3D scans of the ship as the
basis for augmented and virtual reality
experiences. Combining 21st-century
technologies with curatorial and
scholarly interpretation will provide
opportunities for all visitors to immerse
themselves in the Museum’s most
intriguing spaces.
To share industry know-how and advise
on best available technologies, the
Museum has partnered with SHoP
Architects, the visionary and awardwinning New York City firm known
for designing the Barclays Center in
Brooklyn, among other major projects.
The firm’s founding principals, brothers
William and Christopher Sharples, are
avid maritime and aviation enthusiasts,
and as the nephews of Lt. Cdr. Harry
W. Harrison, one of Intrepid’s own
World War II naval aviators, they also
share a history with Intrepid. They
donated their uncle’s wartime diary to
the Museum in 2014, and since then,
a natural friendship has evolved into a
meaningful partnership.
Continued on page 4

As an educational and cultural non-profit institution centered on the aircraft carrier Intrepid, a National Historic Landmark, the Intrepid Sea, Air & Space Museum
promotes the awareness and understanding of history, science and service through its collections, exhibitions and programming in order to honor our heroes,
educate the public and inspire our youth.
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Star Trek: The Starfleet Academy Experience

T

his year marks the 50th anniversary
of Star Trek , and in celebration of this
beloved science fiction classic, the
Intrepid Museum will welcome the new
exhibition Star Trek: The Starfleet Academy
Experience to Pier 86 this summer.
The Museum will be the first venue in the
United States to host this immersive “Trek
Tech” experience, which takes visitors
on a one-hour journey through multiple
technology stations to face tests and
challenges.
Visitors will join the Starfleet Academy’s Career
Day in the 26th century and experience life as
cadets. After student orientation, cadets will
visit nine zones focusing on the Academy’s
special training in language, medicine,
engineering, navigation, command and science.
These zones will feature interactive activities
and unique technology, including Leap
Motion, table projections, planet projection
mapping and holograms. Cadets will be

assigned a specialty based on
their individual training.
In conjunction with the
exhibition, the Museum will
also present a host of exciting
public programs that explore
the connections between life
on Intrepid and the portrayal
of life on starship Enterprise,
including Trek Talks with NASA
astronauts and scientists,
themed Astronomy Nights and
movie nights.

The shuttlecraft Galileo, a prop from Star Trek: The Original Series, on
view in the Space Shuttle Pavilion, in conjunction with the upcoming
exhibition.

Exploring the fascinating
synergies between the Star Trek universe
and the history on display at the Museum
will showcase the relevance and impact
of innovation and technology on
tomorrow’s world.

Star Trek: The Starfleet Academy Experience
opens to the public in July. Discounted
tickets are available for Museum members.

Complimentary tickets are available for
Anchor Society members.
Members at the Patron level and above will
be invited to attend a launch party on June
30 with special guest George Takei, known
for playing the role of Lieutenant Sulu in the
original Star Trek series.
For more information, call 646-384-5030
or visit intrepidmuseum.org/startrek.

New Programs Serving Veterans

T

he Museum’s Education Department
is grateful for the generosity of
Professional Physical Therapy, whose
recent donation made it possible to launch the
Veterans Access Initiative for military service
members and their families.
The objective of the initiative is to build
strong social networks and communities
for veterans and their families, ultimately
easing the transition back home, breaking
down perceived barriers and alleviating
the challenges of daily life.
The Museum is piloting three programs under
the initiative:
Military family programs: These programs,
which include tours and hands-on activities,
foster a safe and social space for military
families with children ages 3–18.
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Adam Elberg, president
and CEO of Professional
Physical Therapy, and
employees present
Museum President
Susan Marenoff-Zausner
with a generous donation
supporting new services
for veterans.

Intrepid After Hours: On select evenings,
veterans have exclusive access to the
Museum and an opportunity to express their
own military stories and experiences through
visual or performance arts, creative writing or
facilitated dialogue. They also enjoy a catered
dinner together.
Vet Video Chats: This series builds social
connections and provides stimulating
conversations for veterans who are
unable to visit the Museum. This online

learning opportunity will enrich the lives
of individuals who require intensive
healthcare services at home or in a hospital.
Developing new programming for current and
former military service members supports the
Museum’s efforts to honor our heroes, a vital
part of our mission.
We thank Professional Physical Therapy for
giving us the means to develop these important
services, which we hope to continue for as long
as there is a need.

Help our collection grow! Are you interested in donating artifacts and memorabilia related to the Museum’s collection?
Please contact collections@intrepidmuseum.org.
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Engaging Teens

A

s part of the Museum’s mission
to inspire youth, the Education
Department has been hard at work
creating new programs and revitalizing
existing ones that engage teens. These
programs focus on the particular needs of
young people during a critical stage in their
lives and are delivered on-site as well as
across the five boroughs.
Thanks to new dynamic partnerships, the
Museum is reaching more students than ever.
Last year, in partnership with the New York
City Department of Youth and Community
Development, Museum educators brought a
new Museum program, Math in Motion, to teens
throughout the city.
This program brings to life the math and science
behind the incredible technology displayed at
the Museum. And by partnering with the New
York City Department of Correction, the Museum
successfully piloted a modified version of this
program at East River Academy, which serves

Students visit the Museum for an exciting STEM Days
Out, sponsored by Con Edison.

incarcerated students ages 16–21 on Rikers
Island.
The Museum also partnered with Con
Edison for STEM Days Out to bring quality
science, technology, engineering and math
programs to middle school students. As one
of eight institutions chosen to participate,
the Museum received a grant to provide
no-fee STEM programs here at the Museum
for middle school classes from high-needs
schools in New York City and Westchester.
Museum educators strive to show teens that
the Intrepid Museum is there to support them
where they are and as they move toward their
goals. To deliver this message, they continually
assess and improve current programs. The
Museum recently reimagined one of its
most established teen programs—the Youth
Leadership Institute at the Intrepid Museum
(YLI@Intrepid, formerly called LIFTT).
Now in its eighth year serving high school
juniors from New York City public schools,

YLI@Intrepid participants help restore a mural at
Stuyvesant High School.

YLI@Intrepid focuses on public speaking,
college readiness and community service.
The program shows students the power
of advocacy and inspires them to become
active citizens. Graduates of YLI@Intrepid
and GOALS for Girls are eligible for paid
internships and junior educator positions
on the Museum’s staff, offering them more
opportunities for advancement.
Coming up this summer is Teen Night, which
will provide high school students a fun
and safe place to socialize, as well as the
opportunity to participate in space-themed
experiences and maker activities. Our teen
interns are planning everything—including
the activities and coverage on social media—
to ensure that the night is relevant and fun.
Teens today face unique challenges, and
the Museum’s Education Department is
dedicated to inspiring them to dream big,
make smart choices and stay on the path
to meet their goals.

Teen intern Mie Abouelkheir helps a participant
finish her sand painting at an Early Morning Opening
for children with autism and their families.

Our programs for teens are made possible through the generosity of the ADP Foundation, Con Edison, Cowles Charitable Trust, Google Community
Grants, IEEE Foundation, Ambrose Monell Foundation, Motorola Solutions Foundation, New York Community Trust, New York City Department of
Cultural Affairs in partnership with the City Council, May and Samuel Rudin Family Foundation, Julia and Patricia Peloso-Barnes, Rose M. Badgeley
Residuary Charitable Trust and Velaj Foundation. Access programs that serve teens are made possible by the Steven A. and Alexandra M. Cohen
Foundation, Barker Welfare Foundation, FAR Fund, and Joseph LeRoy and Ann C. Warner Fund.
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Bringing History to Life (Continued)
Bringing History to Life will feature these historic spaces, among others:
• T he sick bay, Intrepid’s fully equipped hospital, complete with operating
room, pharmacy, laboratory and X-ray room. Here, medical personnel
handled everything from routine preventative care to emergency
surgery, and even treated patients from smaller naval ships that lacked
medical facilities.

25 ANNIVERSARY GALA
th

• Intrepid’s four fire rooms, which together housed eight boilers that
generated the steam to power the ship itself, plus its catapults, laundry
facilities and galley (kitchen).

Thursday, May 26, 2016
Honoring

• Intrepid’s two engine rooms, adjacent to the fire rooms, which housed
the turbines that powered the ship’s four propellers.

Vice President Joe Biden
United States of America

Bringing History to Life exemplifies the Intrepid Museum’s role as a linchpin
between generations. By marrying historic preservation and emerging,
immersive technologies, Bringing History to Life will promote public
awareness of preservation, cultivate pride in local historic sites and engage
thousands—from the Greatest Generation to Generation Z—with new
technologies, forging a link between our history and future.
Susan Marenoff-Zausner, president of the Intrepid Museum, thanks the
OPRHP and REDC for making Bringing History to Life possible and allowing
us to “precisely capture every space within this history-rich landmark,
paving the way for innovative exhibitions and expanded educational and
inspirational experiences for all who visit the Museum.”

Captain Scott J. Kelly, USN (Ret.)
Former Astronaut, NASA
Scott Rechler
Chairman and CEO, RXR Realty
Join us as we honor these extraordinary
individuals aboard the aircraft carrier Intrepid.
For more information, call 212-763-8596 or visit
intrepidmuseum.org/salutetofreedom

VOLUNTEER HIGHLIGHT Hayley Schultz

O

nly a few of our volunteers have
served here long enough to witness
the Museum’s tremendous growth
over the past decade, and one such
volunteer is Hayley Schultz. She came on
board in 2008, having just moved to New
York City from California. Noticing a lot of
media buzz over Intrepid’s return to Pier 86
following a major restoration in Bayonne,
New Jersey, she looked no further for a
unique volunteer opportunity.
Since then, she has done it all—greeted
visitors, helped with special events, and
worked at the annual Memorial Day and
Veterans Day ceremonies that honor our
veterans. Her most rewarding experiences
at the Museum have involved working with
young visitors, which makes her perfect for
her current role supporting the Education
Department’s internal research initiative.
4

Hayley conducts surveys and interviews
with visitors to collect their feedback. This
feedback plays a key role in evaluating
our programs and determining where
improvements can be made. Hayley has
helped us evaluate activities for kids in the
Exploreum as well as our current exhibition
On the Line: Intrepid and the Vietnam War.
“Hayley’s enthusiasm for data collection
greatly supported the development of our
evaluation initiatives in public spaces and
exhibitions throughout the Museum. She
worked with me to pilot many of our first
interviews and observation protocols,
many of which are now fully integrated
into our practice. Her time, attention
to detail and dedication has been
invaluable,” said Sheri Levinsky-Raskin,
assistant vice president of education and
evaluation.

Our volunteers affect every aspect of
the Museum’s work, and we’re a stronger
institution because of their service. Thank
you, Hayley, and all of our volunteers!

“Meeting people from all over the
world is my favorite part of
volunteering at the Intrepid Museum.”

Hayley with author and illustrator Brian Floca
during Kids Week.

Calling all volunteers! There are many wonderful opportunities at the Museum. If you would like to get involved,
please contact us at 646-381-5058 or volunteers@intrepidmuseum.org.
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FORMER CREW MEMBER HIGHLIGHT
Frank J. Osinski Jr.

N

o one embodies the spirit of service
and commitment more than former
crew member Frank J. Osinski Jr., who
served on Intrepid from 1965 to 1967.
Frank was enrolled at Villanova University
during the Vietnam War. Anticipating the
war’s escalation, he joined the school’s
Naval Reserve Officer Training Corps. He
graduated in 1965 and went on to attend
the U.S. Navy’s communication school. He
was then assigned to Intrepid, where he
served as an officer for the Signal Division
and later the Radio Division. “It was a great
learning experience and something I’m
proud that I did.”

“Seeing the dedicated
staff of the Intrepid
Museum preserving
this memorial to a
time and place I lived
through makes my visits
to the ‘Fighting I’ very
emotional.”

DEDIC ATE A SE AT
COMMEMOR ATE
A SPECI A L
CONTRIBUTION

Today, Frank continues his service to
Intrepid as a dedicated contributor to the
Museum. Visitors encounter his stories and
artifacts throughout the ship, including in
the exhibitions On the Line: Intrepid and the
Vietnam War and City at Sea: USS Intrepid.
In 2011, he dedicated a Seat of Honor in
the Museum’s theater to commemorate his
service and that of the men he worked with.
He was also among the first to record an
interview for the Oral History Project and join
the Anchor Society after its launch in 2014.
Frank visits us often and always shares
something new with us. On a recent tour of
City at Sea, he pointed out that a photograph
of his old bunk showed a portrait of his thengirlfriend and now wife, Barbara—a portrait
that he still owned. As soon as he flew back to
Florida, Frank found the portrait and donated
it to the Museum. Today, if you visit Frank’s
bunk near the anchor chain room, you’ll see
a reproduction of the portrait hanging above
the bed, just as it did in 1967.
We are proud to share the stories of crew
members like Frank Osinski, who help us
preserve this living history. Their ongoing
contribution—of stories, artifacts or just a
friendly smile—is what makes the Intrepid
Museum special.

Frank in the Museum’s collections storage facility with
the scrapbook he donated to the Museum.

Honor an American military service
person’s contribution to our nation
through the Seats of Honor program.
Your Seat of Honor will be inscribed
in brass with your personal message
and serve as a continual reminder for
generations to come of your hero’s
individual service and the importance
of duty and sacrifice.
Dedication ceremonies occur
twice a year, on Memorial Day
and Veterans Day.

Collection of the Intrepid Sea, Air & Space Museum.
Gift of LTJG Frank J. Osinski. P2015.45.81

For more information
visit seatsofhonor.org
or call 646-381-5271.

Did you know? Over 50,000 men served on Intrepid, and we are only in contact with 5,000 of them. If you are a former crew member
or relative, we want to hear from you! Please contact Matthew Costantino at 646-381-5271 or mcostantino@intrepidmuseum.org.
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DONOR HIGHLIGHT Carl and Aviva Saphier

V

honor of service. Like his father, Carl
became a doctor, and he now runs his own
women’s health practice in Englewood, New
Jersey.

But spending time at the Museum has even
deeper significance for Carl and Aviva—
the Museum connects them to their family’s
history.

Aviva and Carl appreciate the way the
Intrepid Museum offers a safe space for
their family to discuss significant—and
often difficult—periods in history, while
also imparting a love for learning and
discovery to their kids.

isiting the Intrepid Museum is always
a blast for Carl and Aviva Saphier and
their three children. They became
members three years ago, in large part
because the Museum is a place where kids
and adults can play and learn together.

Aviva, who grew up in England and Austria,
inherited a love for airplanes from her
father, an aerobatic pilot. As the daughter
of a Holocaust survivor, Aviva also inherited
a great admiration for the freedoms of the
United States and the men and women who
fought for them—admiration shared by Carl,
the son of a U.S. Army doctor.
Carl also shares a connection with Intrepid.
He was born on an Army base in Okinawa
just 20 years after Intrepid fought in a
battle there during World War II.
In this way, being involved with the
Museum brings him closer to his parents,
Henry and Marieanna Saphier, who
impressed on him the importance and

“The most unique aspect of
the Museum is its ability
to grow and offer new,
exciting exhibitions that
are relevant to the world
today.”
— Aviva Saphier

As members, they support the Museum’s
mission to inspire the next generation
through lessons of history, science and
service. For them, joining the Anchor Society
was another meaningful way to bridge
the history and future of their families,
particularly because their decision to join
coincided with Aviva’s naturalization as a U.S.
citizen just last year.
To look toward the future while honoring
the past is something the Intrepid Museum
is proud to have in common with the
Saphier family. We are so grateful to our
members and donors, who make it possible
to inspire the next generation of leaders.

Carl and Aviva Saphier with their children (left to right)
Gabriel, Alia and Noah.

INTREPID MUSEUM

LEGACY SOCIETY
The Anchor Society is a unique community of enthusiasts
who are dedicated to the Museum’s mission to honor our
heroes, educate the public and inspire our youth.
When you join the Anchor Society, you play a significant
role in sustaining the Museum’s programs and collection
of historic artifacts, while enjoying opportunities for private
tours, VIP access and other exclusive perks that are
tailored to your interests.
To learn more, visit intrepidmuseum.org/anchorsociety
or call 646-381-5274.
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Chart a course for future generations by joining
the Intrepid Museum’s Legacy Society.
The Legacy Society recognizes Museum supporters
who have shown their passion for science and history by
including the Museum in their estate plans.
To learn more about the Legacy Society and planned giving,
visit intrepidmuseum.org/legacysociety
or call 646-381-5271.
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UPCOMING EVENTS Spring/Summer 2016
SUMMER MOVIE SERIES
Enjoy free movies on the flight deck this
summer. Top Gun kicks off the series on
Friday, May 27. Members may reserve tickets
and skip the line by calling 646-381-5030.

FLEET WEEK May 25–30
Join us for activities on the pier, World War
II–era music by live bands and our annual
Memorial Day Ceremony.

MEMORIAL DAY MEMBERS BREAKFAST
Monday, May 30, 9:30am–11:00am
Members at the Dual level and above are
invited to enjoy breakfast under the Concorde
before the Memorial Day Ceremony on
the pier. RSVP is required.

INTREPID ADVENTURES
Select Saturday and Sunday mornings
11:00am
Family programs led by Museum educators.
Included with Museum admission. Free for
members.

LAUNCH PARTY FOR
STARFLEET ACADEMY EXPERIENCE
WITH GEORGE TAKEI
June 30
Celebrate the opening of Star Trek: The
Starfleet Academy Experience with George
Takei. Open to members at the Patron
level and above, as well as Anchor Society
members.

SPACE & SCIENCE FESTIVAL
July 14–17
Fascinating displays on the pier, guest
speakers, education demonstrations and
more, all celebrating science, innovation
and art.

FAMILY ASTRONOMY NIGHT
July 15, August 19
Stargaze from the flight deck! Local
astronomers answer questions and guide
you through the night sky. Free, but
registration is required.

ASTRO CAFÉ
July 22, September 10
Learn about the latest scientific discoveries
while enjoying drinks on the ship. Ages 21+
only. Free, but registration is required.

MEMBERS OPEN HOUSE
August 23
Members and their guests enjoy special
guided tours, Tour Guide Talks, planetarium
shows and more.

BECOME A MEMBER!
ENJOY GREAT BENEFITS:
Free priority admission to the Museum all year
Discounts on tickets, with advance sales
for public programs
Invitations to members-only events, exhibition
previews and much more!
To join, call 646-381-5030 or visit
intrepidmuseum.org/membership.

STUDENT HIGHLIGHT Terrence Farrell
Education is at the core of the Intrepid
Museum’s mission. In addition to serving
20,000 students in grades K–12 every year,
the Museum educates the educators. The
Museum’s professional development courses
serve more than 400 New York City teachers
each year, indirectly benefiting thousands
more students across the city.

learned as much from him as he learned
from us. His passion for teaching was evident,
and he was incredibly enthusiastic about
this era in history and what he could bring
from this course to his classes,” said Jennifer
Elliott, a Museum educator who helped lead
the course.
TJ looks forward to implementing what he

Terrence Farrell, known as TJ, is a history and
economics teacher at New World High School
in the Bronx. He also serves as the moderator
for student government. Last summer, he
took our professional development course
about the history of the Vietnam War. This
was the first of two courses offered at the
Museum to be categorized as “P-credit,”
which means that the Department of
Education approved it as rigorous enough to
count toward teacher credentials.
“When we met TJ, we were instantly
impressed with what he had to offer and

TJ (top right) and other teachers in the Museum’s
professional development course gather on the
flight deck.

saw as one of the most valuable takeaways
from the course: how to encourage his
students to seek primary and secondary
sources to better understand historical
events and develop their own opinions as
informed citizens.

“After completing the
course, I have a much
better understanding of
the causes, events and
effects of the Vietnam War.
And what better place
to learn how to facilitate
those discussions than
right here on Intrepid?”

Contributors to Intrepid Advancements include Rebecca Ackerman, Caitlin Ballingall, Thomas Barry, Matt Costantino, Jeanne Houck, Adrienne
Johnson, Barbara Johnson Stemler, Lauren Kelly, Lynda Kennedy, Ben Levinsohn, Dennis Marion, Kelly McLaughlin, Nicholas Popoli, Amy Whisenhunt.
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You help us serve as a bridge between the heroes of the past and the young minds that will build the future.
Thank you for being a supporter of the Intrepid Museum.
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FROM THE COLLECTION
Now that’s an away game! On a Mediterranean cruise in the summer of 1955, Intrepid crew members stopped in
Rome to challenge the Italy All-Stars to a baseball game at the Foro Italico (formerly Foro Mussolini).
Collection of the Intrepid Sea, Air & Space Museum. Gift of William A. Young.

